
THE GREMLIN IN YOUR  
MACHINE LIVES HERE.



AND GETS SOLVED HERE.



should never be unexplained downtime. Sometimes the cause is easy to identify. But what 

about the events maintenance can’t explain and can’t fix—events just as harmful to equipment, 

productivity and profit? The answer may not be obvious, but it’s accurate: power quality. An  

almost undetectable disruption in voltage. These Dirty Power events—commonly called sags—

can happen even when the power supply is reliable and running smoothly. The fact is that a 

single split-second event is capable of throwing your entire operation offline. We can help. 

We’re SoftSwitching Technologies®. Our specialty: anticipating, identifying and preventing Dirty 

Power events. And making sure that unexplained downtime—like unscheduled downtime—

UNSCHEDULED DOWNTIME  

STOPS HERE. 





DIRTY POWER REVEALED / / /

Solving Dirty Power beginS with Seeing it

DySC®: the Solution to the Sag.  

MiniDySC®: CoMPonent-level ProteCtion. 

ProDySC®: MaChine-level ProteCtion.

MegaDySC®: ProCeSS-level ProteCtion.

CoMPany overview

DIRTY POWER REVEALED. 

when unscheduled downtime occurs, Dirty Power is often the culprit. the 

term applies to any sag or disruption in voltage that interrupts production. 

it can penetrate your facility at any time and for many reasons, from weather 

events to a curious animal’s ill-fated exploration of a utility substation.

The result? Dirty Power accounts for up  
to 70% of all unscheduled downtime.

During a sag event, it’s the quality of power—not the quantity—that is  

affected. 98% of all Dirty Power events are caused by voltage sags lasting  

less than two seconds. 60% of them last less than 0.1 second and are often  

imperceptible to the human eye. but when that power is driving sensitive 

equipment, the consequences are all too easy to see. Machines go off-line. 

Precision instruments fail. your operation grinds to a halt.

this triggers a frantic search for the cause, but the voltage sag has already 

moved on. inspection of the machines reveals no issues; a cause is theorized 

and entered into the production log; operations are restarted. but the  

damage—in lost time, efficiency, labor and materials—is irreversible and in 

some cases, unrecoverable.

And another voltage sag could happen at any time.
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ImmEDIATE NOTIfIcATION

cORROBORATION REPORT

SUmmARY REPORT

SOLVINg DIRTY POWER BEgINS WITh SEEINg IT: gRID ALERTTm  

the first step to formulating a solution for downtime is finding the cause—process failure or Dirty Power 

event? the answer begins with our i-grid® intelligent network, a power quality detection and alert  

system that actively collects, analyzes and correlates constant streams of data from thousands of facilities,  

tracking power quality, pinpointing voltage sags and delivering that information directly to you.  
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gRID ALERT NOTIfIcATIONSinstalling an i-Sense® voltage sag detector in your facility connects 

you to this extensive network. Power quality data is sent through  

the i-grid to our server—and then on to you as a grid alert within 

minutes of an event. grid alerts are accessible from any internet  

connection or web browser, even via a message sent to your pager, 

cell phone or home PC. and only grid alert provides corroboration of 

the data with other i-Sense detectors to confirm you’ve experienced 

an event and its origin—inside or outside of your facility.  

The I-Grid system provides a clear picture of  
your operations and the remote power events  
that impact them. You’ll know if Dirty Power  
caused your unscheduled downtime— 
within minutes of the actual event.

now that Dirty Power events can be accurately identified, diagnosed 

and pinpointed, all that’s left is preventing them. 



DYSc.® ThE SOLUTION TO ThE SAg.  

how do you stop Dirty Power events from interfering with your  

operations? by stopping voltage sags in their tracks. 

our Dynamic Sag Correctors (DySC) deliver a unique and exclusive 

industrial power quality solution. the DySC identifies the voltage  

sag and uses patented double conversion inverter technology to  

compensate for it, protecting against these events and momentary 

outages by maintaining an uninterrupted flow of optimal power quality.   

unlike uPSs, Cvts and flywheels, DySC efficiently accomplishes the 

task with no batteries, no moving parts, no lag time responding to an 

event and virtually no maintenance—ideal for critical manufacturing 

processes and sensitive electronics that require sag ride-through  

protection without the downsides of other systems. and with 99% 

overall efficiency, DySC stands alone when compared to these other  

band-aid solutions. 

no matter the size, scope or focus of your industry, we can configure 

a DySC to fit any application. your lines receive an unbroken flow of 

clean power, keeping operations running smoothly, maximizing MtbF 

(mean time between failure), reducing Mttr (mean time to repair) 

and maintaining your efficiency and bottom line. 
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100% SAg PROTEcTION

SEmI f47 cOmPLIANT

ExTREmELY ScALABLE  
fROm 0.25 kVA TO 2000 kVA

RELATIVELY cOmPAcT SIzE

hIghEST OVERALL EffIcIENcY (>99%)

NO BATTERIES TO REPLAcE

NO fLYWhEEL BEARINgS TO WEAR OUT

NO cOmPRESSORS OR PUmPS

NO NEED fOR AIR cONDITIONINg  
OR SPEcIAL VENTILATION

ThE DYSc DIffERENcE

ThEORY Of OPERATION

the Power DSP is a high-speed digital processor and master controller for all DySC operations. when a  

voltage sag is detected, the Power Matrix uses incoming current as an energy source, redistributing it across 

three phases. the Double Conversion Power Core (dCPC) rectifies and inverts the DC power back to aC to 

recreate a true sinusoidal power wave output resilient enough to protect even the most sensitive loads. the 

auto bypass enables maintenance without dropping the load and protects the load in the event of a fault. 



miniDySc®
cOmPONENT-LEVEL PROTEcTION 

/ / /

because no two facilities are the same, we offer DySC  

options that can be applied to any facility and any task, 

large or small. 

MiniDySC is specifically calibrated to protect the sensitive 

electronic components that are vital to your operations—

and particularly vulnerable to short-duration voltage sags. 

with MiniDySC, unexpected sags won’t produce losses 

from power-quality-related failure of controls key to your 

productivity. and with an industry-exclusive five-year  

warranty, you can depend on MiniDySC for maximum  

protection for many years to come.

MiniDySC. The ideal solution for:

PLcS

cONTAcTORS

RELAYS

POWER SUPPLIES

SENSORS

Ac I/O

cOmPRESSORS

VISION

RfID

TEmPERATURE cONTROLLERS

OPERATION INTERfAcES

TImERS

cOUNTERS

SAfETY cOmPONENTSPhase SINgLE PhASE

Voltage 100–240 VOLTS

Current 1–50 AmPS

Power 0.25–14 kVA

Mounting DIN RAIL/PANEL mOUNT

General specifications:



ProDySc®  
mAchINE-LEVEL PROTEcTION

while no power quality maintenance job is too big or too 

small for DySC technology, the jobs that fall exactly in 

between are well-suited for ProDySC. this mid-range DySC 

product is designed to provide the highest level protection 

from voltage sags for your machines and equipment. 

ProDySC features a touchscreen operator Station with a  

graphic reporting display. through this user-friendly portal 

you can receive a wealth of power quality information, from 

event logging to online diagnostics. with the voltage  

assured, your operation stays online and running strong. 

ProDySC. The ideal solution for:

mULTIPLE cOmPONENTS

cONTROL PANELS

ROBOTS

OVENS

cNc

ExTRUDERS

PUmPS

PAckAgINg mAchINES

fILLERS

DRYERS

mATERIAL hANDLINg

SERVOS

VfDS

TRANSfER LINES

PALLETIzERS

Phase ThREE PhASE

Voltage 200–480 VOLTS

Current 25–200 AmPS

Power 10–165 kVA

Mounting PANEL/fLOOR mOUNT
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General specifications:



megaDySc®  
PROcESS-LEVEL PROTEcTION

when a voltage sag strikes your facility, every part of your  

operation is at risk. the domino effect rolls through your plant, 

with one failure inevitably affecting the rest of the process—

when no part of your operations are expendable. when total 

protection is the goal, the MegaDySC is the system. 

like ProDySC, MegaDySC features a touchscreen operator  

Station with a 15" graphic reporting display that conveys  

valuable power quality information. but unlike its mid-sized 

sibling, MegaDySC is designed to span the whole plant and 

protect your entire process or production line from voltage 

sags. which in turn protects your power quality, equipment, 

output and profit. 

MegaDySC. The ideal solution for:

mAchININg cELLS

PROcESS TOOLS

ASEPTIc PAckAgINg

hIgh-SPEED BOTTLINg

PAPER mAchINES

cONVERTINg

TRANSfER LINES

BATch APPLIcATIONS

PAINT LINES

PhARmAcEUTIcAL

DRY ExTRUSION

WELD LINES

fLExIBLE mAchININg cENTERS

mAchININg

WEB APPLIcATIONS

Phase ThREE PhASE

Voltage 200–480 VOLTS

Current 400–3200 AmPS

Power 333–2000 kVA

General specifications:
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cOmPANY OVERVIEW

SoftSwitching technologies® (SSt) is the world leader in power quality detection,  

protection and optimization systems. the company was founded by Dr. Deepak Divan,  

a professor at the university of wisconsin, whose research in power electronics revealed 

the innovations and real-world applications that would serve as the cornerstone for SSt. 

when a study from ePri (electric Power research institute) revealed that 96% of all power 

problems were short-duration voltage sags, SSt applied its patented technology to create 

a solution. that solution—the Dynamic Sag Corrector (DySC®)—was introduced in 1999.

today, SSt offers the most affordable, effective and scalable power quality and detection 

solutions available on the market. a full array of scalable DySC products. i-Sense® intelligent 

sensors that pinpoint time and duration of voltage sags. and grid alert™ event  

notifications—the only global power reporting and notification network in the world.

with headquarters and an over 80,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in Middleton, 

wisconsin (adjacent to Madison), and a satellite asian office in Singapore, SSt serves major 

manufacturing customers and utility companies on a global scale, from middle market 

firms to blue chip companies such as general Motors, Chrysler, Ford, bMw, honda, intel, 

applied Materials, texas instruments, Motorola, hynix, Kraft, general Mills, Campbell’s,  

Conagra and anheuser-busch.
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SOfTSWITchINg TEchNOLOgIES
8155 FOrSYThIA STreeT 
MIDDleTOn, WI 53562, USA

800.226.5028   WWW.SOFTSWITCh.COM


